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Selected As Best All Rotind ICentucliy Community Newspaper for 1947

'URDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 195:

We Are
Helping To
Build Murray
Each Day

Wiather
Kentucky: Generally
fah'
this afternoon, tonight and
tomorrow.
Warmer
today
and tonight

—United Press

YOUR rsoosusiviAtetswiwsrArics

Murray, Ky., Monday Afternpon, September 28, 1953

MURRAY POPULATION •

Boys With
US Has,4.0P IMurray
Death Claims
I 44th Division
Planes For
Mrs. Ward
Atomic 'Weapon sS.
Early Today

we II
ig it
it in
anks
iced-

TODAY

___LUSSays Anti-Red Chinese
Given Propaganda Leaflets

Fort Lewis, Wash.,-Three men
fel
t
V
a .4s in the Murray area have been
'
4 •
-ned to the 44th Division to
,pheir basic training.
open
are
Private
Max
•
son of Mr. and Mrs.
ale
St.
4irchill, Sr, 311 North
By CHARLES CORDDRY
4th
'rivate Voris Russell.
United Press Staff Correspondent sore m.
. and Mis. Weiler.. RueWASHINGTON Sept. 28 ilfs-The sell, Beate 6, Murray and Phillip
United States now has approxi- Murdock, son of Mr.
Philip Murmately 4,000 warplanes equipped dock, Rural Route
No. 1, Lynn
to carry atomic weapons, accord- Grove.
ing to estimates ip avalleinformed
The above mentioned men have
military circles.
been assigned to Battery C. 233rd
Only a relative handful of these. Field Artillery Battalion.
0- It is believed, can be adapted for
delivery of fhe much larger and
infinitely more destructive hydrogen bomb

BARBARA GRAHAM sits silently
with head bowed In Los Angeles
Superior court after she and two
companions are found guilty of
the murder of Mrs. Mabel Monohan. After dee hours and 25
minutes of deliberation, the jury
of nine men and three women
decreed the trio must pay the
supreme penalty. (international)

poeals for interviewing 22.500 antiBy WILLIAM MILLER
North
United Tress Staff Correspondent Communist Chinese and
Panmunjom. Korea, Sept. 23 Korean and more than 359 Allied
Mrs. Eula Ward, age 80, passed
,4•66.k.,r°7:".
•
rUPs-U. S. officiaLs accused the non -repatriates, including 23 Am••
away at the home of her daughter,
• .
Neutral gations Repatriation Com- ericans.
Mrs. Glyco Wells on North 12th
• 1
Thorayya said, the cemmission
mission today of circulating vicious
•-••••.-- •
'
•
s'
street this morning. Mrs. Ward
„
among believes the prisoners should be
Red propaganda leaflets
had been in bad health for the
anti-Communist
Chinese interviewed either singly or as a
so,
15.000
past two years, but a stroke about
group-the method to be deternI • 6
prisoners.
10 days ago brought on her death
ined by the explainers.
Command
Nations
United
The
Mrs. Ward was born and reared
The Indian general also said his
said the leaflets violated the spirit
•
In Callaway county
•
•
and
lived
commission favors compelling prisagreemient
armistice
by
the
of
here all her life.
.4;
placing undue emphasis on the de- oners to attend one sessioe of exShe iseesurvived by two daughtThe 105 communities entered es the 1953-54 Com- munities. The
the 90 days
coatest,
designed
encourage
to
end
sirability
of accepting repatriation planations during
munity Development Conteat sponsored by the reward
ers, Mrs. Wells of Murray and Mrs
they will spend in the custody a
improvements in all phases of commuhity
comRamble
m.
L.
Brig.
Gen,
A.
Industrial
Development Committee of the Kentucky life, covers the period from
Mary Ross, also of Murray; two
Chamber of Commerce are located in the 9g counties February 28, 1954. Deadline March 1, 1953, to mander of the U. N.• repatriation Indian guards.
sons. Lexie of Murray and Lennis
for enterinawas
Communist officials proposed the
elmwn as shaded areas on the above map. Prizes September
It will be many months, more15. Judging will be based on scrapboek group, handed , the letter of pro- two plans over the objections of
of Hickory. She had eight grandtotaling $4,000 will be awarded the winning corn- esatztee submitted
Thirayya
S.
Gen.
K.
Lt
to
test
cyer. before there are significant
by participating communities.
sons and one granddaughter and
Nations Command
chairman of the repatriation com- the United
numbers of high-speed B•52 jet
nine great-great grandchildren.
which suggesled intervieweig the
mission.
bombers, which are intended speNew York. Sept. 28 •UP)-WagMrs Ward was a member of the
Thorayya earlier had put him- prisoners in Coups of net less
cifically for H-bombing and are in nerian
soprano Helen „Traubel North Pleasant, Grove Cumberland
only if they warded
self .on_ record as favoring Com- than 25 and
early production phases The A;r turned her back on the staid old Presbyterian church
and a memattend.
Force is expecting to annbunce Metropolitan Opera today to spend ber of the W.
munist demands on the method of to
M. U. of the church
The U. N. Command bitterly opinterrogating prisoneis add it applans this week to increase 13-52 a season singing "fine
popular The funeral will be held at the
Hopkinsville Sept. 28 •UP4-W. peared the Reds had won their posed the Red plan for intervieworders and set up a second pro- music' on the night
club circuit church tomorrow at 2:30 p. m.
T. Perkins, 54, Hopkinsville service right to force captives to listen to ing prisoners individually on the
duction line.
She saia' she would rather sing with Bro. Joe Ben Irby and Bro.
ground that "explainers' might
station operator, was found shot lecture's.
The question of this natien's the St. Louis Blues
in a cabaret Earl Phelps officiating. Burial will
intimidate captives into returning
to death late last night on a farm
Frank Gipson. age 87. dial Friebilar to deliver nuclear weapons ,ahan yield to the "rank
It was expected that rules on
snobbery- be in the church cemetery.
near Pembioke.
Meeting
interviews will be announced Mon- to Communism against their will.
hits come to the fore again with of Metropolitan General Manager
The body will be at the Glyco day September 25 at his home in
Helicopters
brought
another
Coroner Robert Ramsey . theo- day or Tuesday.
Hazel His death was attributed
wide-spread
reports that such Rudolf Bing.
Wells home
until the funeral to
1.000 Indian troops into the neurized Perkins. who had taken fisha heart attack.
weapons are becoming increasingly
An American officer charged
Bing had offered Miss Traubel hour. The. J. H. Churchill Funeral
ing and hunting equipment with that the propaganda leaflets, be- tral zone Monday to strengthen
He is survived by his wife. Mrs.
Plentiful. varied in ease and purEighty-one
members • rejoinel
a contract for the corning season Home is in charge of arrange.
him, inflicted the fatal wounds lieved to have been distributed the forces assigned to guard the
pege, rnd cheaoer to faoricate.
Gipson of Hazel; one dauziater. the 1953-54 Parent Teacher
Organ- himself
which with a provision she would merits.
with a .20 gauge shotgun.'Saturday night, so angered the an- anti-Communist prisoners.
Margaret Gipson of Memphis: one ization at Kirksey School
sen Richard B. Russell in -Ga
recently
not appear in New York night
He had been missing since Sat- ti-Communist Chinese that they
son. Ewing of Jacksonville. Flodirecently commented that weapons
clubs before, during and atter her
The meeting was called to order urday and was found,by his partda: two sisters Annie Gipson of
development appeared to be nuttore the paper to bits.
appearances at he Met "These two
Hazel and Mrs. Wisehart of Buca by the vice-president. Mr.'. Joe ner in the service station. John
racing development of modern
"There is no doubt whatever in
activities do not really seem to
hanan. Tenn.: two half-brother.. Sled ti
Thompson. Thompson said Ram- my mind that the letter originated
Diane, to deliver them. He and
mix very well:' he said
sey had been despondent over with the Chinese Communist forCharlie of Iowa and Thomas of
Seri Styles Bridges 1R.-N.1i I 'ireRev. Orville Easley opened 'he
Miss Tiaubel a leading light at
Buchanan. He had one grandcaild.
health problems of himself and a ces." Col. K. K. Hansen said.
eel more emphasis on proctirernert
•
program with prayer and scripMembers of the staff of the 1454
the Met since she made her deMr. Gipson saws a member of th
member of his family.
of modern types
-The letter was typed on a ChiShield,
ture
reading
from
Murray State College year- Church of
but there in 1939, sent the contract
Psalms.
He
was
The
4.000
Christ
estimate
includee
shot
at Hazel. Th
twice.
Officials nese typewriter not known to be
book, were announced this
•
week funeral was held there Sunda
planes of every type announced beck unsigned. She disclosed an
Officers for the camina year theorized he placed the butt end in tbe Neutral Nations Repatriaby editor John Oldham.
El Centro. Calif. (UPS-The
at 2110 p.m. with Bro. Henry Har- were. recognized and
of
as being fitted for A-weapons de- exchange of letters between Bing
the
enetgun against a tende Oen . Commission's hands," Hansen
veranciea
Staff members were picked from gis
Navy send, it new delta-wing jet
officiating.
livery Of these. the Air Force has and herself pointing up their dispost and pulled the trigger with said. "It .was typed on paper of
filled.
aplicatione filed with Oldham
fighter. the Douglas F4D. aloft toBurial was in the Hazel cemeand
a stick. They thought the recoil- the Chinese Communist forces."
at a maximum 3.500 and the- Navy agreement over whether opera
faculty advisor Professor
day in an attempt to bring the
The officers are' president, Mis. ing of the weapon
Thomas tery.
has in the neighborhood it Saft stars should spend their time off
might have acThe explanations. delayed since world air speed record back to
Hogancarap Selected for yeerbook
Doris
Ezell:
vice-presiden
t,
possibly more according to avail- singing "pop- songs for pay.
Mrs
counted
Pallbearers were Art Lavender,
for the second shot,
last Friday by Communist hag- the United States,
Joe Sledd: secretary. Mrs Frei
Bing said he would consider It Staff were. in addition to Oldham. Raymond Herning
able estimates
Ralph Waite,
gling over procedure. are expecta senior from Elkton. Ky.. Bill
Cmdr. Mike Lithgow of the BritPatton:
treasurer.
Mr::
'rayman
Not all the planes are in comas' "highly undesirable- for her to
Bill
Jones, Christen Perry. and
ed to begin Thursday.
Pryor. junior from Cerulean.
ish Royal Navy set a new 'world
Edwards: program, Mrs. Will A.
Ky., Archie Tubbfield
units The Air Force, for examnle. carry on her night club a ork be.
Th.:ear/a
InGen.
K.
of
Lt.
S.
assistant
editor. Lacy Joiner, senimark Friday over the Sahara DeRay chairman. Mrs. A. D Butterhas received Enre than 600 13-47 tween stints as Tsolde or Brunhilde
The Miller Funeral Home of worth. Miss
or from Cadiz. Ky.. business
dia. chairman of the repatriation sert when he pushed the British
Mildred Lassiter.
manlet bombers. 'Rut en far as has at the Met
commission, disclosed that the five Supermarme Swift ,jet to 737 3
ner: and Martin Reiser, junior Hazel was in charge of arrange•
been announibillegenly two combat
Thents
Budget and finance. Mrs. Hal
from Ashland. III assistant
natien group favors two Red pro- miles per hour
busiwings, totallinbeeebout 90 I3-47's.
Smith. chairman, Mrs James Parness manager
The U S Navy will delay toThe orchestra of the Murree
have been organized and comker, Harvey Ellis; character and
Other staff members are. Charles
day's test until the hottest time of
Training School had is pot-luck
pleted training Strategic Air Comspiritual education. Mrs Jim WasCissell. from Paducah. Ky, adthe day, since each degree of heat
mand crews are being trained to
her. chairman. Mrs Hansel Ezell. supper at the city park last Friministration editor; Ann Vreayne.
adds about one-mile:per-hour to a
take over the speedy bombers as
Mrs Hugh Farris: congress publi- day night.
senior from Columbus. Ky. fecalplane's speed.
The temperature
feet as possible.
Members of the orchestra prescation. Mrs. Tar Ezell. chairman,
tv editor; Joyce Collier, from
on the California desert was esiMarThe other Air Force planes that
ent were Josiah Darnell. the diWednesday. September 30. iS Inc
Mrs
Paul
13
tin_
Jones:
health.
Tenn.
Mrs.
freshman class editor:
b
pe
ydrp.tom soar to 95-100 degrees
can carry atomic weapons are the final date for accepting applicaI.ynn
MeKinney.
R. W. Blakley. chairman. Carl rector, Jenny
Jane Perry. from Murray. sophointercontinental B-38 Superliomb- tions for grain storage use guaranlean Vick. Judy Barnett. Barbara
Revival
serves
Compton:
will
hospitality.
more
begin
Mrs.
at
Class
M
B.
editor: Don Hughes.
egasupeed test has been
The
ers. 13-29 and 13-50 Superforts. 13-45 tees Clarence L. Miller chairman
n twice
Olivia
from Murray. junior class editor: the North Pleasant Grove Com- Rogers. Mrs. awoke Watson; mem- Hale. Sue Scarbrough.
Tornado light let bombers and the of the Production and Meeketing
postponed because of unfavorable
Barnett. Jackie Watson. Sarah Wilberland
Presbyterian
bership.
Mee
Church.
Hugh
Dan
Palmer.
MonchairShpley.
from Murray. eeniar
weather conditions and a faulty
Administration
F-84 Thundcrjet fighters.
state
committee, class editor.
day. September 28, with the Rev man. Mies Hallene Smith. Mrs, kerson. Jerry Ellis. Wassail BranThe Navy planes that can carry Paid here today.
fuel gauge
don. Bobby Meador, Ralph Oliver
Bright,
P
Lowell
pastor
Palmer:
of
Also
publicity.
the
-Mt
on
Mee.
the
Shield Staff are.
atomic weapons. according to pubThese storage use pliarantees
Lt. Cmdr. James B. Verdin. 3.5By FRANK JORDAN
Mary Ann Brady. senior from lion" Cumberland
Presbyterian Harmon Roes: music Mr; Thyra and Michael McCasee.
lic announcements. are the AT Sav- were offered to commercial firms.
Others presen were MnS Rue United Frees Staff Correspondent year-old teat pilot at the Navy's
Church. near Fulton, Kentucky, as Crawford: safety
Mrs
Thelma
Fulton.
Ky..
activities:
"Cherie/
age and AD-4 Skyraider attack iemludine cooperatives. by the U.S.
Munsan. Korea, Sept 28 flap,- Patuxent River. Md. test center
Overbuy. Meg. 011ie Barnett.
Rose
Waldrop, junior from Mum+ a or- the evangelist
Mr.
bombers and the T2H-2B Bershee Department of Airricultur • In a
A U. S. officer assigned to "ex- was slated to fly the Douglas
and Mrs. H. M Scarbrough,
ganizations:
Jim
Roberts.
Mr.
senior
- program announced on August 11.
fighter flown, by the Marines.
The day services will he at
The various committees report- and Mrs
Alston Wilkerson. Mr. plain" to 23 pro-Communist Am- supersonic carrier fighter, nickfreer, Murray snapshots: Joan Ma10:30 each
morning. beginning ed on work started It was an- and Mrs.
The primary purpose of the pro- lone.
McCagey. Mr and Mrs. ericans why they should go home named the Skyray He will make
senior from Starkville. Miss.
Monday, and the evening sereiees nounced
gram Is to encourage coneteuction features:
that
the
said today he would reek to four passes aver the three-kiloBlackword Everett Oliver and son,
Bill Logan, iunio- from
Mrs. Hale,
will br• at 7 00
Brother's Quartet, will be in the
if commercial storage facilitaeg in
change their minds honorably.
- Mrs John 13. Watson
meter 1 IMI miles course. two in
Brownsville. Ky
photorrarih
an,
-le
'daughHigh School Auditorium on the ter, and
areas where needed. Guarantees
"We will not get down en our each direction a Minimum height
and Robbie Jo Parks. freshman
Mrs MeKinney and dauA cordial invitation is extended night of November
of an agreed percentage of use
23
for
an
all ghter.
- from Lynn Grove. 1Cy., artist,
knees to them. we will net seduce
to all.
night singing
NIAGARA FALLS. N.Y. Sent 28 for a specified time will be made
them, we will not trick them." the ofV3
e2a
rclinf."t a combat
veteran or
RP-Secretary of Agriculture Ezra to firms accenting the offer
-explainer" said.
World Wea TI and Korea and holdFurther details are available
Taft Benson geld today that • the
He and other "explainers- will er of the Navy Cross Distinguish;Miter's econamy, especially in ar.- from counts and state PMA offibe available Thursday and for the ed Flying Cross and Air Medal
riculture. is undergoing severe re- ces Where apnea'iont arc to Ye
next 90 days to those American with siet stare, said he was, confirdjustment brought on by "two filed. '
prisoners of the Commurlists who dent the Skyrnv would better the
selfeRMIReetim Handling of tourist promotion and
_decades of depression, war. peace
recond _set_by.,-the-Jeetteen_let-nereewee-- ••••••••••....
highniase.,.antialexentrin --'eel want ..to
—
'- 111an TIRMI
in for sharp criticism today
e "explainer' "said' flia al- the Sahara Desert Friday
at the
Benson speaking at the opening
thoufthin official plan la* been
fall meeting of the Kentucky
"I think the Skyray can do It,"
Assession of the 35th annual convenmap
sociation of Chegsber of
out for the talks, the pro- he said "She's t honey"
Crammer*
tion of the National Association of
cedure will be something like this'
reectitiven
LOUTSVU,LE SenL. 28 la -Ken- final-period safety 'cored
Verdin is married and as two
when
All-OVC fullback Gene McFadCommissioners. Secretaries aril
L. The Americans will be brou- children, a boy 19 months old. and
The twn-day meeting elosee
tucky college football teams had Larry North tackled
toBob "Youne In den burst through the center of
rectors of Agriculture. called for
night following round -table
en even break to show today for the end zone made
•
dis- ght up te date on newt' they were
it secure for the East Tennessee line on a fourtha
"mound. clear thinking- in
cussion% and a !speech by Bob
their eight weekend games against Ea etern
denied while in captivity.
a
Skyray, one of the moat
3
Mcperiod trap play and went 96
"strange and difficult period"
Creery. US Chamber of
2. The prisoners will :he told radical fighters produced in the
Aside from Eastern the only un- yards for his touchdown
John 13. McNutt. age 71. passed out-of-state competition
Com"In two decades we have passed
aitevene'
merce. Wagatingtort
On the winnipe fade in Settle- beaten club in the state
About
7.5 they have been victims of Com- U. S. has a triangular planform
ie Centre. long` run was one of the thrt e
from depression to war, in peace. away this morning at 2:30 a, m. day games
chamber leadera are attenclina the munists propaganda.
were Western by 32-13 which opened Its season
wing with rounded corners and a
Saturday touchdowns he tallied in the one. sessions
,
o fighting again," Benson said. at the home of his nephew Brent over East Tennessee'
3 There will be no promises, no 'derider noise in which the
Centre.- 34-8 night by stomping on the inoffen- sided game
pilot
"and now to an uneasy armstice McNutt on South 18th street. He over
Veal'
Wilminoton:
Mann.
threats
Eastern.
guarantees
other
no
and
15-8
sits
director
sive
forward
of travel
Quakers of Wilmington Colof the wing. The
Murray's light line wee unable
had been in ill health for some
that Is neither war nor peace"
ever Middle Tennessee: and Ken- lege
te pr's- open .any holes In the Ten- and information for the Louisville than those given all Americenleit- wing extends to the rear of the
"In no segment of the American time A heart attack is attributed tucky State, 19-12
Automobile
over
izens.
`Club.
Winet
plane.
snMost
made
spectacular of Centre's. live nessee Tech forward exalt" as the
a sharnly
eliminating
a horizontal
structure is the readjusment so as the cause -if his death.
Critical talk Ong afternoon
Salem.
4. No attempt will be made to tail
touchdown. was Herb McGuire', Racer.: suffered their second
The ship first to k to the
Ile is survived by one brother
shamn right now as Onagriculture.
loge
Mann
Suffering
said
defeats
were
the
air
the
Univerbeg
85-yar
men
in
to
present oudinet
d return of an intercepted ef the season and Tech scored Its
come home
Jantiary, 1951
Aericulture crone out of the war J. R. McNutt of Murray and a
fOr tourist promotion at Frankfort
sity of Kentucky beaten 224 by forward pass
The explainers voiced dieapfirst victory In two starts. It rave
bolgtered be programs which were mender of niece's and nephews.
It 1402 9S0 annually and
Louisville.
Mississippi:
a
13-7
vicproval
The
of
the American Legion
added
University of Tanii.ville the Eagles a fleet place tie ss ith
He was a member of the Cherry
intended to race the transition
'This operation should be in aliihe proposal to send the mothers of
tim of Camp Atterbury: Murree Cardinale found the
Camp Alter- Rastern In the OVC race.
from war to peace but the transi- Corner Baptist Church and the tee loser to
hands
of
someone
'Tennessee
'Tech:
bury
and
acquainted
prisoners
soldiers well stocked •••ith
to Korea. That, they ag4-ith
Morehead managed to hold Martion was never made." he con- Loyal Order of the Moose, num- Morehead.
the intricacy of tourist promotion." reed weuld amount to
drubbed 40-0 by Mar- college veterans. The
begging
passing ed shall scoreless for a quarter. but
tinued.
ber 1025 of Santa Anna. Califarn- shall
Mann
called
the
state
rd
highway
Soerael and former Wisconsin mann
One issue the "explainers" insuccumbed
to
superior egystem
Benson called for federal and la
"a patch work system un- tend to avoid is
Eastern's unheralded Maroon.' star Johnny 'Castle sparked the weight, speed,,
attempting an alland numbers
state agencies to work toother on
The funeral will be hts/r1 at the remained one of only
FRANKFORTT-K—
two unbent 01 eridderi. while the ernially
y-Thirty-eeven.
Kentucky. still looking for It, attractive to those. we are trying out attack on Communism
bethe 'lumber of fields that include Max H Churchill Funeral Home en teams in
lea
arrests for fish. and Ramos law yinentice
to
come
to
the
state
and
our
trot
off
Oat
,
"
effective
nassng of Johnny Unitas first victory, faces powerful Florcause they feel the
American;
both the administration or 'revile- rit 1.30 Tuesday with Rev. J. H. to a flying Mart
He
Intinfteneere
claimed
the
in
cost
their
of
made
try
of
for
In
Louisville
adMiniathe first dig'
was
held to a melody ida at, Lexington Saturday night in
have been indoctrinated too thortory laws and activities regarded Thurman and Rey. S. E Byler of- an Ohio
lering state government in Kentrict during the month of August.
Valley Conference title net gain of 21 yards on six eorn- the tap attraction of
oughly:
this
.
week's
•
as service functions.
ficiating.
the Department of Fish and Wildbe upsetting Middle Tennessee,
°lotions The Cards were hurt by echedille. Eastern plays at Mur- tucky is higher than in Ohio. 11"These men
apparently • have, life
Nephews will act as pallbearers
linoie, and Texas' "Each of these
Resources reported toda•.
Chuck Bell scored on a 14-yard injury of 1i-tinning star Ted Kee- ray and Tennessee
made 'a deciaion to aaa, with the
Tees at More- states
FIREMEN CALLED TWO
Friends may call at the Max slant off tackle for Eastern late
will spend fPbm two ecs
The first district
comp]used of
singer early in the game
head in OVC contests. while KenReds,;'
and
"explainer"
said
elVe
TIMES THIS MORNING
Churchill Funeral Home until the in the first period, and Jack
14 counties, among them. CalloTwo touchdown runs nearly tie tucky state will be at home Co three times as much on road: as want to make sure
that
they
made
funeral hour. e
thi. state will." he start
way(
-aunty
Bond circled right end for 35 length of the field paced Western Gramling.
that derision freely and with the
Firemen were called ota twiee
Of the 37 arrested,'2P wore conyards and another touchdown to to its easy win over East Tennes
Louisville and Wegner, both
Last night. Bishop William It knowleRge of all the rights and
this morning within ten minutes,
ANNOUNCEMENT
victed In Calloway County. Conrive the Maroons a 13-0 half-time !tee Max Stevens took a pent on head fora Florida,
the Card: to Moody, of the Lexington Episcopal privileges due them as American
to extinguish grace fires nn Son4.1h
servation Officer. J. 0 Reeve, had
lead
the Hilltopper 25 yard 'line in the meet Florida State at Telliihassee Diocese, urged,,the
jitizens.
executives
to
12th street and Olive extended.
The Alma High School
no arrests
While Tennessee
which de- third period, dropped all th•• way and Western to play Stetirilr
snen. at "do whet our state needs most,
"Then if they still choose ComNo damage was Noised by either snrine a Pie Supper Friday night, feated Western a week helmet. back to the five to evade tacklers,
All told. 3.231 licenses wera
Deland. Centre will be at Mary- what you can do best brinz more munism, we will
say
to
blare.
them.
October 2, The public Is Invited
checked througheut the entire distallied In the third period, but a =then raced 95 yards to score.
ville College, in Tennessee.
diversified industry to Kentucky." 'goodbye and God bless you.' "
trict during August.
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Traubel Splits
With Met Over
"Pop" Singing

Countian Dies ICit'rksey PTA
On Friday
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Hopkinsville Man
Killed Last Night

Speed Record
To Be Sought

County Students
On Shield Staff

6 DIAMONDS
of

finest quality, Set in
tailored mounting, beautifully Wrought Of 14k
feel d.
Fine buy at this low
price

Training School
Orchestra Has
Picnic Friday
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Revival To Be
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TODAY'S SPORTS PARADE
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Callaway Times, and 161
West .sentueltian Jammer"

By OSCAR FRALEY
ratted Pica Snarls Writer
New
Yoric.
UP)--You
can't
blame the big fellow from Indiana
for being just a bit apprehensive
as the World Series approaches.
And last year at this time, strapping Gil Hodges 'hit tha lowest
depths to wht.h any World Series
batter ever plunged..

elt this time. big OH never Chang•d. Thiough it an---"and
has been the same gentle, wellmannered man who is such a fayorite among all who know him,
fle is. they say in private, just
• bit too nice.
"Gil doesn't even get mad at
umpires," flames Manager
the
Charley Dresaen. "Once 'in a while
hey call him out un a bad pitch.
He comes back and tells how bad
hey were. 1 keep Whin* him to
et them know about it. But he's
such a IiieC guy be won't even dn
that. The umps think he is the
nicest guy in the league--but you
don't- have to be that ..nice."
Gil hi•s proved that you don't
have ro
-tiertesn or crusty to be
a great competitor. This season
he has knocked in more than 100
runs for the fifth straight year.
He's the only National 'Magner
with that kind of a performance
going for him.

Nashville, TOW., Channel 4
tSubject to change)
'PROGRAM
TIME
Tweet- y, September 19, 1963
,9110 Ding Done School
9:30 Glamoui Girl
10.00 Hawkins Falls
10?15 Bennett Stuiy
10:30 Three Steps To Heaven
10:45 Ann- Ford
11:00 Morning Matinee
12:15 News
12:30 Luncheon At The Noel
1.30 Kitchen Kullege
2:00 Kate Smith
3./10 Welcome Tt a v eters
*311 On Your Account
4:000pry Matinee

4:16
4:30
5.00
5:55
6:00
6:30
6:45
, 7:00
7:30

To Be, Announced
Howdy Doody
Western Corral
Weathot Report
Sky King
What's In The News
News Cara van
Follow That Man
My Little Marcy

8:00
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:15
1030
11:00
11:30

TV Theatre
This Is Your Life
I Married Juan
Views of The News

Sports
'•
Playhouse
[mat- g",
the
Bsrv.
00
in
ka
lyn
ing hD
Dodgers
ltdh
g66
ers
rt-and
a°ut
Letter to Loretfa
-for the little Hodges at home-•
To Be Announced
didn't get a hit in 21 heart-creaking trips to the World Series plate.
It wa
a record.
sn
and one o pH
Sonereil at Me Post Office. Murray, Reauck
y. for Wansmission as
player Wants.
•
aseano Clan mann
"This time it's got to be diftez._
•
Rs tARI. Li NDSCIST
4:16 Torn Tittrenurs• ToPughl
with- St. Louis and Vete& next ent."
tie says almost prayerfully,
-USEICHIPTION KATES: By earner in hiurrne,
United Press sports Writer
416 Howdy Doody
season.
EMERSON
par tweet 15c. pee
knottinli powerful hands into huge
SCOW 63C is. Ca.Uoway and adjoining
New York ,LPI Weary as they
COO Western Corral
Del Webb of Phoenix, Ariz., a white-kn
counties, per Ital. PIM. aloe
uckled
fists.
are of Bill Veeck and his S. Won Coast booster and vice presi5:55 Weather Report
Mem sus
Gil hal higher hopes as he fac1 ....st*J.
Louis Browns American Leaguc dent of the New York Yankees
COO Strange Adventure
es baseball's, classic
post-sea
son
club owners faced the prospect openly led a movement tO
6.30 Dinah Shore
MONQA),-, SEPTEMBER 28, 1933
switch battle this year, and
•
there's a
today of contending with both for the Browns to Los Angetai.
6:45 News Caravan
But solid foundation for his
optimis
m.
another ye .r.
700 Milton Berle
if another meeting is called and
Coming down the stretch this seaFor the second time they gave another vote taken. there appeare
COO Fireside Theatre
d surs, the six foot, two
inch ,IlhiciBan
,
Tbestae--has
VinTkift.. peen a little tartly in with- its effeits to take over
•
9:00 RFD Nashville .
e dis- a switch to ,the 'coast
as to""r'irte
the
err"tte"
iyebni
een
sa.y1C
. fttu
bintithat
drawing a .$F10,0041.00 'reward tor
9:30 Libera w
every Communist pilot tressed St. Louis french's:, Need- -lesser opbeaval of a move to Bet- isn't the Hodges
record. Always'
ing a tbree-quarters majority to Um01V.
• who would desert. and anithe
10 00 Views of the News
ore,
r Vs0.000.00 Ior -delivery
the past he has tailed off late
salltCh the franchise, the
-10:15 Spoils Roundup
club
Veeck, who suffered
•
in undamaged condition Russian-built
SIM112r in the season. At
MIG planes.
season's close0W11.0'I'S voted 4-4 and Baltimore. rebuff at Tampa. Fla,
30:30 Fred Aoqa .
,
last, march last year. fOr instance
, he actually
The offer should have been withdr
the nation's sixth
11:00 Family circle.
largest
city, when the club owners turned
stf
awn as a condition
went
nothing for 31 because he
once again was- dented big lefigny down his first 'fittempt lo
if the truce" in Korea.
move MI ASO was hitless in
Better still it should _never have
Wednesday. SistesiXer' 3pill_
his
last
10
timbaseball
.'
Baltimore,. said he wasn't likely
been made because it "revealed- a weakne
NAT/OPIAL LEACIOR
es at bat during the windup of
ss on our part.
COO Ding Dont Belled
Ness' unless they can agree on to ask, for another meeting
him- the regular season and
Pet 9:30 Glamottr Girl
W L
before that Teem
•
another site, or unless they do an' self.
If our intelligence •ervice Can't
Brookly
'
get information
n
105
882
49
on
•
Series debacle.
16:00 Hawkins Falls
about-face - and %accept Baltimore
Russian jet planes, atomic and hydrog
92 62 404 1015 Bennett
"I could ask fur another meeten bombs.
It was a frustrating _finish which Milwaukee .
anti by a deadi.se
Story
of Dec 1. the Am-other weapons, we should do so
St.
Louis
Ti
539
71
ing,
but
what's the use." he said would have left a bitter stamp on
without the information eri.an League
10:30 Three Steps To Herivign.
will have to stick
and rely on our own protitenve
Philadel
phia
83
71
1130
"I'm
a little fed tip
I'm amazed. many other men. Actually, aside
genius to keep us ahead
1045 Devotional Moments
in the unprecedented armaments
7t; 84 445 11:00 Morning
shocked and unhappy over
from the eagerness to prove him- New York -.
race now going on.
Matinee
IIVOISK
ER
Cincinna
CAUGH
ti
IN
T
Id
86 442 11:4.5 World
lousy bonne's."
The Russians seemn to have been exceptionall
this,woe
Series
--y success- GO‘'ERNMENT R.ED
.
Chicago
TAPE
6,
Mayor Thomas D'Ales.mdro' of
99 -442 1:30 World
tul
getting secrets from this country. IVonde
Series
LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
r why we
Washingt.ss
Pittsburgh
tUP.-A
civilian Baltimore. who faced the unhappy
50 104 325 2:00 World
hate to advertise for those we want
Series
STATEMENT
and pay such huge empluse• in the Army's Office o! prospect- of going home
and ex230 World Series
prices tor desertersi'• - •
This limited partnership agreePublic Infoimation waited for the plaining to 949.706 citizens
AMINUC
AN LEACirl
how. ment. this day
3:00 Welenne Travelers
made and entered Teems
As proof ot the fact such. of,.ers
chain of command to besome
they once agani had failed to acW L
Pet.
accomplish nothing
YOU! Account
into by and between Curt Jones, New York
snarled today.
the North KOrean pilot recently
•
99 52 6:4) 4T0
hieve their goal. said "This is a
escaped and landed at
Opry Matinee
hereinafter referred to as etneral Clevela
- Two weeks ago his superior rec- ehattermg blow."
nd
- Kittipti Airfield at Seoul didn't'
ret 02 307
even know he was
Paitner,..and
Everett
en- ommended item tor promotten D. Jones, Chicago
: -89 05 578
titled, to a' 4olifard.
-We feet we have been treated parene.
her
r teinaf et referred to as limited 13,,ston
FORGIVEN
the tarns at his ordstentrefi - Werh94 69 549
unfairly. but we must fight on.This is the second pilot who escape
d in .a Russian MIG
1.....st -,eeek a management sur
Washington76 76 560 ,DETROIT
he add. -We will never stop triswho "didn't know anything about
Mk-Brew der-s Cowl
W1TNF-SSETH: That for and in Dcii oi t
.General Mark Clark's lacy team came through his of60 94 390 Judge George
me
to
make
Baltimo
re a big leag- consideration ot the mutual promMurphy
reward. The other fellow was a
Placed
fice
anu recommended he be dePhiladelphia
l'ole who escaped to an
50 95.383 Richard Reeves, 33.
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ols-ene yeapi'?
ises herein contained, and the con- St. Louis
island off the ctiast. of Denma
moted.
rk.
.
•
34
100"381
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The
stalemate • enhanced the tributions herein
beginninl today.
mentioned, the
When mistakes are made it always
Wednesday he received •netne
'Reeves missed a jail term bechances of such cities as Mentreal.
pays to
correct from
ities heretnno hereby term a
.
•the Civil Service Comndleioe M1 nnt
them. It is 'much better to avoid makin
cause
Yester
a
-he
po
111-St Pfrul. and *meatswife told the__
elays Results •
g them.
, 305 MAIN
mited pal-Wei:hip for the perthat he W•10 _ being fired ti,make
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hiishariii for Di2 -42
• NAriuNAA,
on" gene:ai retail
room foe a Civil servant at pumablack
hand
eyes he had given haw in
PHONE 1300
to present their esses
GIVING THE DRUM(
In variety !dare merchandising bust- Brooklyn 8 Philadelphia 2
nent status"
4 1-2 years t marriage
the" event bf another meeting they nesi
ISINIFIT 01 SITUATION
at 416 West Main Street. ?due- Pittsburgn 6 New York 4 -.......,
Th'e worker said he wou'd bid,• could
- --Chicae,, 3 St Louis 2
sit in again and perhaps -ray. Kentucky."
•
.
his time to set whieh- reflitnmen21.!, PliTt.AnriSTHIA.••
land th'e. Arrinehfie-oil
41ICTI
.earn-picirne1,12f"Jones, whose place of R•s.- Mitiesseitee 6Cineneriste-T
tion prevails,
ii.e basis.
,Ur
1, it a look At the
denet is 306 North
5th Street.
,ail aid
AMERICAN LEAGCN
iecnieci two; itrli
Murray. Kentucky. shall be j
d:unkt-'01t;S Antt Iti 131.
MUTUAL*
Gereral Paitner in sioda•business Boston 2 New York 1 let
t•
day in.ek wnile ervand Everett D. Jones. whose rest- Boston at New York, 2nd called
of 520d
; 1f:14 tip',
after 2 1-2 inning". derieness
Consect.•*+• 0.0Q-101.1y 1:*•••4•04
at rce address is 208 North 5to
your
• The grano tory urgteg 'chat
- On Stopt•••t••• 15, 1953 ••• Dt•w.
Street, Murray. Kentucky, shall Detroit 7 Clevelend 3
;see. Jittl
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9
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2
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Chiragn 2 St Louis 1. II trintre",
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cesd ono •totf c•••0pw 05e,
tnsic .ted until releged so his
• S.I
•
The limited' partnership busir•••••• 0••••• mei .•4••••• aftel d•walonat
sent.-- might be dulled to his furness shall be conducted under the
in00•40t, poyob;• Sopt•••10•• 29,
,,,rtir•as 1953. to 4,W•10colders of
firm name of "Curt Jones & ComBEHIND ICE PLANT
•
5•0•••••tb•• 10.
pany -, and this business to be op
NATIONAL Lettc.ce
D•rwtors
•••• saws •••••Ong
crated under the trade name ot Player and Chit G AB
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6:00
a.m.
to
6:00 p.m.
It
if Pet
dectorod o des
•bl..ton et 940.0.•
,
"Eveiett's Sc' to Si 00"
uri io. Bkn 132 479 52 185 3.44
0,
4 One 1,04 c••••• ow Wens do. •••01
Five and one-half days a week
Curt Jones. the Genera! Partner Schndst, St. L. 146 564 107 193 342
from soct0.00 poofts (learned Ow...a
has contributed the sum -1.1 11.3.011.1u.- Minuet St. L 157 593 127
Ow Dee %col wow, also POYob*
200 337
Do your uNlii st.t-hing or Ste still do It for you.
Seeviesse 29 '953,•elieesnisoi4.s
00 to salcia business. and Everett D Snider, Bkn 153 590 132
198 Tie
16.
of oweee
Jones. tick Limited Partner. has Mueller. N Y. 131 4110 56
190 337;
GUARANTEED SATISFACTION
contributed the sum of S3.000.00 to
H e. 1110040ctrel, P•owlerif
---said business.
Bring your v,ashing where it is erprec
AMF.RICAN 1.E101311
iated
The duration of the !dad part- Player
snit Club G ABE SPef
WAYNE R MORCAN
nership
business
hereby formed Vernon. Wash 152 006 101 205
506 West Main
shall be lor a period of 50 years Rosen
214 Fuller St.
CIE.\ t 155 599 115 201 338
Phone 1180
from
date
heieof.
Minuses Chi. Ill 556 101 174 311
Mayfield, Ky.
MURRAY, KY.
Signed and executed by the par- Goodwin. Boo
126 514 73 161 31.1
SiummIlEmmisomimonw-ties hereto, this 12th day of Sep- Busby.
Wash 150 NM 68 183 312
tember. 1993.
Kuenn, Detroit 155 679 94 209 308
Curt Junes. General Partner
Everett D. Jones, Limiad PartHome Runs: Mathews, Braves 4ner.
Rosen. Indians 41,- Snider. Dod•
STATE OF KENT'.!(7K Y
gers 42:
Zernial,
Athletics 42.
COUNTY or CAL-Le:MAI
Campanella. Doditere 41.
I, Waylon F Rayburn. 1 notary I
Superior Ambulance Service
public in and for the state and
Runs Bethel:1m Rosen. India,
Equipped Hitb 0s1 gen
county aforesaid, do het thy cer- 145: Campanella.
Dodzei
IC'.
"THI. IRIENnI.1 FUNtif II, tootletify that the above and torrents.; Mathews. Braves 135, Snider, DodAnthony Steel, as a police Inspector,-consol
311 N. 4th St. Murray, Ky. Phone 98
s Claudette Limited Partners/0p Arreement gers 12g: Ennis, Phalle' 016.
olbert, who feels that her home is
being broken by the was signed and executed before
perils of lire on a Maylayan rubber
Runs: Snider, Dodgers 1311: Moplantation. Scene is me by Curt Jones and Everett D.
Jones, as and for their act and ttle!, Cards 127, Dark, Giants 126.
United Artists' "tnil.post In Malaya,"
which will
deed.
Gilliam, Dodgers 125, Rosen, In,,,re"reow at-the Varsity Theatre,
This 12th day of Septtrnber, 1953 dians 115.
by McFeatters
Waylon F. Rayburn. Not„ry Public. Cilloway County. Ky
Hits: Kuenn. 'Tigers 209; Vernos
My commission expires Feb. 16 Senators 205: Ashburn,
205: Rosen. Indians 201; Musa'
Carib 2410.
4: OF KiiNTOCKY
.
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY
-•
Pitching. Lopat Yankrss 111.4
Curt Jones, General Paitner in
hereinabove Landed
idPfertnership Roe. Dodgers 11-3. ,erskin.^
Statement being, first duly sworn, si 30-6: Spratin. Brawl 23-7; F,
states that the foregsting Limited Yankees 18-6.
Partner
eluding I e amounts_ of capitol
contributed lalr each partner to the
partnership business
This 12th
day -of September, 1953
Curt Jones, General Partner
Subset-MO and saorn to before
me by Curt Jones Cellowsy County. Kentucky, this 12th day of
September, 1953.
My commission expires Feb. IS
1957.
Waylon F. Rsybuin, Notary Public. Calloway County. Ky
TIM KuNTrour PRESS ASSOCIATION
ait
SKPRESEINTATIVES: WALLACE WITIIILR
CU., 13110
Joann. Meteptus, Tenn. Ito Part Ave_ New
York; 307 N Itichumn
•Ire, Chicago. 81.1 Bolyston St_ Sodom

American League To Put
Up With Veeek Another Year
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Correcting Mistakes

•

WSM-TV Program,
Schedule
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JAM= C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISRES
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_
Ss morel tbe neat to Wets any Advertising. Letters to
lb, Echlin.
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Major League
Standings

.1 The Set Made

role you!
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40
.41

.
For A-1 Repairs
on Radio and TV

32) on

See

•

MURFLieLY HOME
&.
AUTO STORE

tr

Nob,.

Murray Washingette

Ism

A good place to do

laundry

South Fifth. Street
Across from Highway -Department

Major Leilligue Leaders

•

LOANS
Friendly.Finance

BIG LAUNDRY SPECIAL
Wash, Dry And Fold

MAX H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME

BUNDLE
Wednesday - Thursday - Friday and
Saturday

20 lbs. $1.39

FORMER

Cash and Carry
Fast Service! Individually Washed

PREMIER UNDER ARRES:

BOONE

LAUNDKY
CLEANERS
South Side Court Square

‘.

•••
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e • •
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0
4
6
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grant it's tough living on your salary.
Argyle
it'll be toughter living .without
it!"

[1)
574PTS
WEPNESDAY Stptember 3Oh
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Another new Watering pi 'duct
slim.* the motor,st ti, %sash hi'
Car while staying dry in a business
suit
A special cal mop does the
trick

LAUNDRY and CLEANERS
IREE DELIVERY
Phone 44
206 North Fourth

It conalet• Of a four-foot mop
hmeile-long enough to se•mb even
5.
the tar roof- and a removable
laid of eponge-like eellulose yarn
IBRAHIM Allint HACH, Saad ,st party premier of Egypt
In 1901-49,
No how, or chamois ie needed
. • .rs at military police headquarters in Cairo under
rUard followThe map please the car with scalhis arrest in a pre-dawh roundup of politicians of the
former
ier_ and`tr small ,amount of liquid
monarchy regime. The Saadist
era is outlawed. Thirteen
detergent
person, acre se,ged on orders of Pecesident nostamm
eci Nagah.
After the car is washed, the pad
It was reported they wfsiiiel to; tried by the rovelutiori
tribunal • iiInsed, wrung dry
and teed t o
(rented to try •11Ser
tra,*oes
otheis &closed of cetinnmte
up the ot.tiatore efl.Cedor
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10:15
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THE LEDGEi: &

I children. Lee's
Service
Station
Hardin, Kentucky., Highway
641
s3Op
FOR. SALE-KOBE
JAP
AND HAND MADE
Wheat straw, 800 bails,
STRAIGHT CHAIRS
75e per Again
we have been able to get
bail in held. 3 1-2
miles east of
some of these chairs, and if
Murray. Clovis Byerly.
you
phone 4103 are in
need ufsa serviceable chair,
.s3Op this is a
bargain at $2.95 each.Douglass Hardware.
FOR SALE-HOUSE
AND LOT
See A. R. Ford, Lynn Grove
s28c
s3lp
NEW AND USED COAL STOVES
LIVING ROOM SUITES
PRICED from
$12.95 up. Wood heaters $9.95
from $6950 to $189 50.
Solid and Exchange
Furniture Company 408
floral patterns. Exchang
e Furni- Northotth Phone.
-877.
ture Compress 108
3.30c
North 4th.
Phone 877.
afer
'FOR
SALE-60 ACRE FARM
two miles south Kiiksc•y Oct K.rkFOR SALE-YOUNG
SQUIRREL sey-Murray Highway
. $12,000. thlmonkeys $3000 each. Also
young da Woods, 15(11 Washing
ton
Cinnamon ringtail monkeys
gss.on Detroit. Mich., Phone WO- Blvd.,
1-8383.
each.
Make excellent pets for
s30c

FOR SALE

TV Theatre
This Is Your Life
I Married Joan
Views of The News
Sports
'•
Playhoose
Letter to Loretfa
To Be Announced
"

TV

atossweiti"-PuzzLE
ACROSS

The Set Made
4 t

FOR YOU!

IS-Prtatritng to
era
15-One wit,,
&pones tattoo
17-Ifsrn
1S-Killed
1.11-41auing
aystema
coordination
21-Thin1it In law
23-Southern s
blackbird s•
24-1.imh
27-Working
garments worn
by monks

i* S

For A-1 Repairs
on Radio and TV
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7ourt
laced

[
2.4 25

AUTO STORE

S

v/as
•
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t

:
1
„27

33
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MAIN
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Washhigette

4

,3

)I.

PHONE 1300

47- tim

41-Mobammedaa
Judge
62-iteguired
64-1Alleieed
66-Compass point
56-Pintail duck
67-Afternoon
part lea
St-Female deer
69-Mountain lak•

4

IS

MURRAY HOME

305

3

17.

See

a2
a' in

n---El,ter of
$4-Malta rrinsedan
name
la-Reach across
•.54....41utlIne of
the face
31- ireek letter
40-Ile slept 20
years on the
hank, of the
IStpleon
41-Title of
,
respect
4)--eilcochirer

1--Clite name
1-Nank of
a river
as-Gedesis of
disciird
13-Caoutchou0

i69.

s.

Aneessite iet Ilet.r.dreft-Prilszh,

m A K_e
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P
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T
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COUCHES. ONE
$44.50. Makes a
Furniture
Cornetts Phone 877.
s30c

FOR SALE-ONE LIVING ROOM
suite, practically new. One nice
iron
bedstead,
mattress
and
springs.. One oil heater with blower.
Kelly Woods, 1101 Poplar
s26p

1---FOR PENT

FOR RENT-WILL
Stile-LEASE
tiffx100 Morbrielt Ana tile
located next W Economy Hardware. Plenty of parking space ,in
front and rear. Rent reasonable.
,See Walter Conner, Conner Implement Company.
s28c

FOR RENT-NICE 2 BEDROON
unfkanished apartment. 403 .N. s;h
St. Phone 1031 after 5 p. m. s30c
NOTICE-LAUNDRY DONE
AT
a reasonable.price and rapid seevice. Call 1456-W and it will be
picked up.
s2ep
GOOD INCOME ON SMALL INvestment. Short hours. Can you
spare 6 hours a week? We'll set
you up in business for yourself.
Must have excellent character and

Lr

For a Better Buy
in DIAMONDS
Better Buy a

24-Beverage
29-Imitate

37-Goal
35- Shad*
.1 +1 SJ
42-Perch
43-Command to
3
cat
44-Path
A .
5S
443-alderrtat Smart'•
46-City In Nevada
411--01rPa natn•
te
49-Prophet
-....-..-.......e. in-- f'ir
etm-onaerve
sami I**astir. Ism

ee sake

VI'.'"A-47

from
FURCHES
113 South Fifth, Phone 193-J

to do your laundry

Fifth Street
-ligh way -.Department

:00 a.m. to 6:00

•

_ROY I.. FOLEY---

p.m.

,
•

".7tr"-a4r
..

MURRAY, KENI _

4:44404101.1140, by Pay L. POWS
14.,,,f

ruire
es'
,

•

-

sl••••••••fl

y TrAining
FA Has Ivians,
Activities
credit standing. own a car
and
have $600 or more for stock.
We
establish a route for you, furnish
free modem n machines,
featuring
nationally advertised PERK
-UP.
sold in your area only
through
our machines. You do
not buy
machines, merely service them and
reap the profits. Write today for
interview with factory represen
tative. Include phone and address:
General Products MFG. Corp., 4473
Olive, St. Lcuis 8, Mo.
lp

Hazel.1 Aging
Team 14 ends Fair

The Judging Team of the Hare'
WANTED-FIRST ,CLASS
ME
Leroy Todd, Murray
Training Chapter of Future Farmers left
churns Apply at Murray Motors,
School FIA member attended the Thursday, September
17, 1953 at
Inc. See Pat
Watkins, 005 W. Marshall County
Fair at Benton.. 6 a. m. for the Kentucky State
Main. Murray, Kentucky.
s30c September 2 to 5. He carried
four Fair. The boys went with adviser
Angus animals, two cows, one bull Mr. Carmen Parks. There
were
and one young beef heifer. The
three on the judging team, Jin•my
two cows and the brill were blue Foster,
Cedric Paschall af.d Gene
ribbon animals. The young heifer Stelly,
two 'alternates Ray Dunn
FOR RENT: THREE ROOM UN. was
selected as Grand Champion and Jimmy
Cochram.
furnished apartment, on first floor. of the
show.
The group arrived in Louisville
Wrth bath, hot water. Wired for
about
12:00
noon. They went to
electric stove. One block from.
The M. T. S. Dairy
Judging
square, near Bus station. Rent Team went to the State Fair last the fair to register as soon as they
arrived.
. The boys stayed....in the
$23.00---anorith. See Dell Pinney ne--week. Those meit4ree - the-t-ip were
$60 EASY FROM XMAS CARDS! Phone 408 W, over White Way their adviser, Charles L. Eldridge, Kentucky Hotel.
.
Friday morning the boys went
a
Barber Shop.
Eugene Colburn, Charles Outland,
s30c
Sell only 80 exclesive new
Donald Crawford and Gearl Suiter and judged cattle. Jimmy Coch$1.25
assortments.
Makgs• more money
The judging team placed 38th out ram won a T-shirt for Showmanwith name-imprinted cards,
CARD OF THANKS
of'88 teams. Gearl entered the ship. Friday evening they took a
40 for
sight seeing tour of Louisvil
$1 up; 200 other fast-sellers.
le.
GuarWe wish to express our sincere see'"rldilittfIcation
conical. -. He They
left Friday at 6 p. m. and
antee assures extra profits.
Assort- thanks and, appreciaron fur the placed 24th out of 77„ 'Otter boys arrived
at home at midnight. The
ments on approval, Imprints
free! acts of kindness, messages of sym- attending the Fair were Eugene trip
was enjoyed by all.
Cardinal, 1400 State, Dept.
Armstrong and James Outland.
.C-4, pathy and beautlftli. flprel
Ropoi4ert-- 6graid sto trees
'Ellgetre -21VEr
onejtralor calf,
lp logs received from our friends
blue
and neighbors during our recent which stood first
ribbon.
James carried a young cow, which
' bereavement in the loss of
RAN OUT OF GAS
Our
stood in the red ribbon division.
beloved son and brother.
Leroy Toad and Jackie Geurin
NORTHAMPTON, Mass. itr-WilOur sincere
thanks
to Bro.
plan to Larry three animsls to the liam Maiorani, 49, of West iiaven.
WANTED--ELDERLY tand)Y
Linn
TO Easley and The
Funeral
Conn.,
was fined $25 for speeding
Hume. - Family of Carl Grugett. Beef Show and Sale at Princeton.
live in beetle wale mealier
after state trooper Josepn
Kentucky this week.
ands two
Sullichildren, ages 1 and
van
Warren
testified he was going 110
Holt and Lloyd Haynes,
4. Light
The FFA and FHA ate working miles per hour in his
housework. -Mrs. Mary Jo Boatw- Carlietle county hog
British laraisers, used
together on an educational exhi- guar automobile.
right, Pottertown.
s3op oats, rape and sudan
glass for
bit to be taken to the Mid-South
,
"We never would have caught
summer pasture.
4
Fair at Memlehis. This exhibit will up with him except that he ran
represent five states. The purpose out of gas." Sullivan said.
of this exhibit is to familiarize
people with the functions of the
r_or the Bast Ins Radig Eatertasst
two clubs. Two members of each
club, along with their sponsors
are attending the fair. These
going were,,Charles L. Eldridge,
advisor, James Woods. Dale Barnett, Miss Inez Haile. FHA advises..
Jean Ann Maubray and Prentice
Ann Overby.

Too Late to Classify'

PAC': TIIREE

Lakeview Drivr--1
Sunday and Monday
"The Iron Mistress"
in technicolor
starring Alan Ladd
and Virginia Mayo
TUESDAY And
WEDNESDAY
"WITH A SONG IN MY
HEART"
in Technicolor
Starring Susan Hayward,
Rory Calhoun, David Wayne

111111•11111111111111,111r

WANTED

1340

S

PII0P4

-IOW I SAVED
26400 ON THE
CAR I BOUGHT

1340
DIAL

ii

Tuesday, September 29, 1963
COO Farm Program
11:15 Farm Programa
0:45 Galloway Gapers
8:55 News
7:0in Morning cheer
7:15 Clock Watcher to 8111
8:00 News
II:15 Morning Devotion
8:30 Mystery Shopper
8:45 aakonstas
9:00 Moments of Devotfall
9:15 Melody Time
9::20 Melody Time
9 30 Melody Time
9:45 Melody Time
10:00 News
10t15 Rural Rhythm
10010 Lean Back and List
1045 Lewn Back mil Liana
11:00 1340 Club
11•15 1340 Club
Faeorire
ortls

Fyra:-i

2:05 Music for you to 2:45
2:45 Public Service
3:00 News
3:05 Western Caravan
3:15 W ?stern Caravan
3:30 Music for Tuesday
-3:45 Music for Tuesday
4:00 reestcard Parade to 500
5:00 Sporis Parade .
.15--Teatime-roptee
5.30 Teatime Topics
5:45 Sagebrush Serenade
6:00 News
6:15 Between The Isees
6:30 Western Caravui
8:45 Western Caravan
7:00 Fronts the Bandstand
7:15 From the Bandstand
7:30 Off the Reword
7:45 Off the Reanrd

-2pisenpal

our

Newsprint manufactured entirely from sr:egress was used experimentally in a recent issue of 3
newspaper in Florida.

_
ON
1ONC DISTANCE
CALLS. -

Amiimmoik
95 Drive hi
Sunday and Monday

"I financed sotialancee of $880 00
I bought my new automobile. My rt:
ed me 9264 00 on fink ticFarm agent
hag and,tneurance costa througn the
State Farm Bank Pbrn. This saviag
WY larger than usual, but he tilts me
..1.
00to
$1
.
5?
' that savings,ogsfrom„,
common."
of stony

4'1
A

is

blaring COLOI

MANCE RAMS All NOT STANDARD
The Bank Plan may 5e4e you money two
i
re
r., l
‘6Pi:
:d
1, yno.: poic.0
.
(7.
firc.
^..::
then. with RYnk SilAD COSI/ Pit ST Call ce
see your State r arm agent BEI OHL you buy.

TUESDAY and
I I- _ WEDNESDAY
•vavvis

7,
7
r e•h2

n Bi

L

El) SATISFACTION

CALL BY
NUMBER

G:ve the operator the outWAY' r Wr-SON
0`-town telephone number
StaIe Farm Ageut
never you can. Then she
Pe^ploa Bank Bldg.
sn't have to ad InforPhones
m" in the ditant city
321 Office
689-R4 Home i a
your call goes throuri
faster.

I mommemor

is appreciated
41114114111ellne

DR% SPECIAL
r% And Fold

UNDLE
hursday - Friday and
iaturday

;. $1.39

and Carry
Individual!)Washed

)ONE

CLEANERS
le Court Square
/

s.

Hour
rio 'are See.
aer,
..r(Y. New.
.r
Sy.'
14ES C/
d.
into
...._sign for Listenins
12•'. Noontime Fr" oss
.ey were
t of ..arey feerre
.est oe the table. ins • trk eyes
Design fcr Lo's 'mg
ing in every detail of her .
werld.
Tee
K
s
world
that I new
Church of Cbeas
or.,l
pteppd
x7e115
riat
4- 1
if in.:..4
4"1
7 Mir
to 9'45
Intrtgued by the 4parallng 1111 and the goed looks. Her nands were in se, trouble and e • ry, though there
12:45 Luncheon Music'
senblic Serltice lu. h red hair of this reams woman lap. He could put his arms on the was laughter is it no end.
1:00 Record Shop to 1.45
"erring as Mr Charles secretary Phil table, despitg the rules of etiquette
News
.
Afth
What would her brother, Tom,
ventured to oak Nancy to lueeb with
1:45 Public Service
5141 $T•Tt S Alt/A MUTUAL,
.
'10:i5 Listeners Reqcest to 11:00
him, and she accepted ft would DO He was on ma own ground. It was say to this?
•broksoillite INSUI ANC@ CO.
SODTITIIN SILL TILIPN !
2:00 News
Ina. she reseaseci. to be seta at the so different when the Phil stan11:00
"Please.
Sign Off
I must go."
, 11110001
University club with the eiryti most ieys
AND TILIGIAPN cOmraw
of the world were on' their
Nancy reached for her coat, det'
ehgtble young millionaire bachelor.
NANC1
His name had been linked with that st own ground.
termined
that
Phil
Stanley
many • socialite mum including Linda
They could break use conven- shouldn't get a second look at
Illa Ennio Sualuaillar
Van Vllet. a new-corner, whose charm
and brunette beauty had become the tions and nobody cared. They wire the worn lining.
I'LL
IRON
toast of the town.
Back in the car, he said:
secure.
I WAS GOING TO
-Where to?"
THIS DRESS
"I repeat, tell me about yourMAKE A V NECK
CH AMER TWO
COULD
she
give
him her adOFFICER Eugene Brennan's self."
MATERIAL
dress?
How
ANYWAY
could
she
explain
to
"Ftrst tell me about yourself."
whistle shrilled eloquently that Phil
or,h
BEFORE
Kelly it she arrived home
"Nothing much to tell. Kicked Moer
was holding up Saturday's noon
in` Phil Stanley's handsome car.
464
traffic. Linda Van Vltet Just man- out of college and landed ir. Dad's
I BEGIN
Tom would be there. Neighborhood
aged to get herself and her plati- business- Farm implements, trac•
TO
kids
might
SEW
be on the steps-they
num mink out ct the path of an. tors, plows, mining machinery and
usually were-rsoiled, noisy, lovother car. Phil's car sped forward. ail that romantic sort of thing.
able.
Crazy about redheads and have a
'That was Linda Van Vila."
The Kelly pride rose In her
passion for corned
beef and
"Pretty-who is she?"
heart_ She gave her address.
cabbage
."
If Phil answered, Nancy didn't
Dowe Prospect avenue, Usa
"What rise?"
hear. lie was siscidenly preoccupied
-Oh. boats in summer. Skiing curve at the Northwestern depot
with some mechanism on the elaband Phil's car slithered on the
in winter. The cluts"
orate dashboard of his car.
wet pavement There was a crash
"Playboy?"
The roadster stopped at the !bast
glass. Locked fenders.
of
"Now,
now-I'm not an idler. 1
Wells street entrance of the Unr.
An excited youth eimped out 0'7
versa)
, club. Nancy looked up at have ambitions.: ...
an old Ford.
eI have ambitions too."
the eleganctes of the Georgian
,
boy a s 1, 00 -as
Larry:"
"What?"
building, scene of so many brilCa, IPS] by
.9v-Tivt•st‘t.i..45C_
seer t•
"Nancy-for the love of-. And
To make more than forty dolliant social events.
Teas for the elebe tune sub-debe lars a week. To stop pounding a me on the biggest story of tho
UL'
ABNE
R
Service club affairs. The Harvard typewriter. To give Humphrey year."
rerog-nized Phil Stanley.
lb Al Copp
club dinper. Cotillions, balls.
A Charles two weeks' notice. To get
E.SAESY IS SOOPERTH'SCRAGGS
world of ritter and wealth that Into some kind of-I'd like to work Larry knew everybody of importTHEY SAY THE
THANK
PLESS
INFAA/7;
NNWTH'
BULL
ET
Wt IS MISTER AN'
for myself-I'd like to start a ance In town, though everybody
Nancy hart never known.
NATIVES or:THESE
-HOW
HE_VVINS,
<JAMMED /Nr0 A
BOUNCED OFF, AS 1-1-10U6H HYSTERIMASIT
MISSUS A YOKuM,
Of importance didn't know Larry.
HILLS ARE
Only this very day the society dress shop."
AKA
BAB
OUR
ORA/N P/PE.r.P
I
ITS
TUMMY
WAS
MADE
'SOH,
"Nancy
BUT
, what the-what the- 7"
"'That should be easy."
OUR 5AM
columns were filled with descripC.OMPLETEr.11
-7,11
WAS DRESSED MUST REPORT mos, NAME
0'CAST IRON!!
• • •
IS.MYSTER/OUS: DONT"
"On forty dollars • week?"
tion. of the gowns worn by society
UNCIVILIZED!!
IN THIS
6N
ACCOU
"No, not exactly. I've helped
NT
girls at a Service club affair held
WE.
The Kelly household, always exCARE WalAT
DRAIN RN!!
DON'T KNOW
at the University club. Patsy Mon- hack a show, why not a dress shop. treme in the degree of its merleite/ND OF A
_______ one -44-4ie-4eboa, was daaaritoont The.shoat _Qopped bu issiawsanatodea_TYPE
•
Soliteday.bneasea.,-'Mall
THEY
Tr-rs
as slender and brown-haired, with cou raged. Let's be partners. My in a particular purple state of the
INTERESTING
AVAVE.tva sequin sprinkled frock of white backing, your wits, and' that red latter.
net . . . Barbara Johnstone in a hair!"
Nancy dashed up the porch steps
"And I suppose the climax of and into the house. Her blue eyes
Grecian chiffon frock with a pleat•
ed skirt . . . Rosemary Roscoe that pretty offer would include were dark with excitement now,
In a white marquisette trimmed champagne for two, • merm, [soft the sheer excitement and daring of
lights and sweet music from the her escapade.
with blue peillettes.
Nancy hadn't taken two steps ante room . . . on the butler's day
She had enough money now, plus
across the threshold of the club off. You overwhelm me."
that which Mother Kelly had been
"I mean to."
when she felt panicky, and worse
hanging onto against demands of
"No thanks. The Kellys earn the butcher and grocer, to stave
than that, shabby.
In the dining room, its crystal their own way. Here's the corned off the landlord for another thirty
chandeliers reflecting a thousand beef."
.•
days.
DI -AS
•S
••••••••4
lights, rise end green, blue and
Such delicious corned beef, NanThree dejec ted countenances
1111.0•11 sass.* Swims...
9-.18
diamond white, Phil Stanley asked cy decided after the first mouthful. greeted her merry one. Timothy
Nothing like corned beef over in Kelly; her fathers
AERIE an' SLATS
for a table for two.
Her mother.
Faally, gatlantly, he pulled • the Kell; menage on Cam street. Brother Tom.'
Raeborn Van Baran
----ehair for Nancy as though she
Cass street!
They spoke In that order.
-IT TOOK A REAL JOLT LIKE '41
THE HOOD WHO PASSED
She ought to be there this minwere the Duchess of Windsor. He
"It's better you'd be cryin' than
THIS TO MAPSE THEM KNOW
YEAH...TH - IS IT...
IIIPIIII
TATIIIIM
NOW
III"I
MR. IALS
reached to help her with her coat. ute. iier mother needed that forty singin' this very day."
MIt
THE HOT STUFF LEFT A NAME-.
TON 11.
'.THEY WERE ALL PART 0'
ANOTNER FAKE, NO DOUBT
RAC THE FIFTY GRAND, HEtY.L
The lining was worn, lie couldn't dollars desperately. The rent was
LEMME SEE...SLATS SCRAPPLE"Yes, it 'tie."
...BUT LET'S CHECK
A WONDERFUL,LOYAL
help seeing it, yet she hoped des- long past due. She couldn't have
i ;
:t
iPR
50
Av
EtE
MILLIV
"What's the Idea, corning home
s BEj,t
ABLEEss
PROBABLY A PHONY...AND
T0perately that he wouldn't.
her mother make one more excuse fin a Cadillac. Who's your millionANYWAY._
AN
ADDRES
S...
"Hello, Anne. H'Ilft you. Ken."
to the landlord. ii• said he'd be aire boy friend?"
44 ;:;.(
1 ,\4, , AND BUY BACK THE
:
aseaupi
Phil greeted
e at a nears back that very day.
Nancy flung down her hat, her
She pushed back the demi•tarese. purse.
by table.'Nodded to others.
"Now then, for the caviar and
"It you please, Mr. Stanley. I
"Mother, Dad, Tom. what now?"
-, ME TO HOCK
the pate de foie eras, eh, Miss juret remembered something. I
All the exultation of Nancy's int'
• FOR' HIM,'
Kelly . . . or shall I call you by must go."
tie hour with Philip Stanley began
Nancy telt that she could carry to melt.
your other name-Nancy?"
"Don't mind, but if YOU don't the escapade no farther. That de"Your sister Molra's run away
mine. this menu says there's mon, conscience, was making her with that good for nothing gambcorned beef. Suits my name better miserable again. Suddenly she wss lIn' fellow."
overwhelmed with desire to rush
than caviar."
"Pa's lOst his Jib."
"That's the spirit. You do have out of the club. She hated every"And Tom's lost his:"
spirit I ran Nee it in your eyes, thing about it. She hated the mo"Yoe're the one that will havi
in that pert nose. Tell me about dish girls with their escorts corn- to be supportin' the lot of us."
______.voneaeir e
ier, Into the ihnine
es pa roareseerf.,
.4"17.7.1.7"-{
4
00
•

ng or we will do it for you.
where it

4.

When Men aten
7ignr
. eg - P
,"
e.Sr
uithr.y
Utte•
l
11 t;

se-half days a week

ag

I

FOR RENT OR SALE-ONE EL,1-2
acre farm in Harris Grove, ICY. 6
room house, electricity, garage,
poultry house, stock barn. W. P.
Dulaney, 1112 Olive St. Phone
363J
s29p

DOWN

1-Allows
5-Spoken
g-Girl's name
4--Moving
6 - Pair
6-Butter
eubstitute
"r"r"s='
(rogrsi.)
7-Tuittlea
9-Seth to
s
communier
9-Persia
In--Buddhist
dialect
It- Flat. sauce
si
IS-Units
' 20-African
antelope
22--erureled
14 3o
14-everyone
a-Portuguese
coin

34 Are,

NICE
USED
$39.50. Another
bed. Exchange
pany, 108 North

NOTICE
t.
1J

30-Redent
Si Nshoer sheep
33-Rerl uses

SM.

ID ICE PLANT

-

ItMenteas

EMERSON

•

r-
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195 -3

To He Announced
Howdy Doody
Western Corral
Weathet Report
Sky King
What's In The Nees
News Caravan
Follow That Man
My Little Margy

4:15
4.30
5:00
5:55
6:00
6:30
6:45
7:00
7;30

•

smoor

•

11(

I

I

:
,;I:ipAiGERLESTcH
AADEAAN Go
ANTo
, e7

•
•••••..

'
04.11ma.as-

t
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FAZ/I POUR

Embarrassed H 11
Hope Held For 'Benson
0 YWOOd
BY Former Aide
Has A New
Baldheaded
Citizens
inderella

WASHINGTON Sept. 26 1P-Agriculture Secretary Ezra;T. tlen•ra, is considerably emi,arrasseci.
to put it mild'. at the way one
of his former aides has riled the
dairy industry.
John C. Davis_ who stepped out
Pittsburgh. 11:14-Think
twice as a Benson assistant this month.
boys, befoce kidel.ng your bald- told the Wisconsin Creameries A tleaded
friends.
DMA:. poor sociation Wednesday that the sreSampson. it may mean they're a rotary is planning to cut dairy
• lot more manly than the average Price supports next month.
Benson carefully declined to
guy, according to Dr. Richard
Strass of the University of Penn- comment on the statemen,. Arddepartment spokesmen said points- rylV=910a.
that,.Davis was speaking
Dr. Stratiss .told
10.1rd an- strictly as "a private citizen" exnual meeting of the State Medical pressing only "his own views."
Society that baldness. is hiked to
Davis ' told the dairymen he
sex and that sex is one of three didn't think Bensonwould support
factors contributing to the usual .butter at "es en 05 per cent of
type of male baldness,
parity next March." the beginning
.
Heredity and age contribute to, of the new d.airl year.
the lone of hair, but the level of
"The government already runs
male hormones in the body also'too much of your business." he
effect 'too. the scientrest told them. • firmers, anti
told the Pennsylvania doctor&
men must get lilt of some if the
-"nonsense of these pritie - StIP,ort
Dr: Herbert Z. Lund, of Greene!programs and the tremendous storboro. N. C.. warned beach loungage stocks that irk consumers and
ers and sun lamp addicts that ton taxpayers
much sun can cause cancer. esI A spokesman for the Nat.on
pecially in fair-skinned parsons. Milk Producers Federation said
,
"Ninety per cent of ordinary today Davis was "cockeyed" if he
skin cancer in white persons can !thought Benson could drop props
be directly blamed in chronic ex- entirely on milk. cheese and butposure to sun and sun damage." ter. _
be said.
He pointed out that farm ler:
Lund's advice was "macieration"
in the amount of sunbathing, with ; Only gives the secretary discretion
an effort to avoid "day in and r to set, supports between '73 and 90
per cent of parity. Davis may be
day out exposure "
"forgetting where the law -comes
Dr. David A. Cooper. professor in 'and the secretary's authority
of clinical medicine at the Uni- leaves off." he, corrimented.
versity of Pennsylvania. said bed
rest still is a vit.,1 part ef
treatment of tuberculosis.
eve'
- with the new 'wonder drugs'-such •
as ftoniazid. PAS. and srreptorny-

•

By ALINE MOSEY
United Press Staff Correspondent
Hollywood tUPI-Hollywood has
a new Cinderella. A pretty blonde
package wrapper from a department store is a leading lady for
Tony Ctirtis and Markin Brando
Murphy two
Mary
Big-eyed
years ago was wrapping childien's ckittung in a department
store. A talent scout for Paramount spotted her and, just like
in the movies. the got a contract,
passing up the hopefuls who act
yeaes without getting a break.
forWithout one day's experience as
„th.,p,an _Mary yurkvs
roles in "Main Street to Broadway"
along with Tallulah Bankhead and
Mary Martin; "The Wile One"
with Marlon
Brand° and now
"Beachhead" with Tony Curtis.
TI used to wrap packages for
Paul Douglas, Jeanne Crain and
other stars at the store," said

THE LEDGER &

mom, MURRAY,'KENTUCEM

Mary, who talks in an excited way
like a Cinderella girl should.
"Most of the kids in my high
school used to go to the studios
and get auditions and screen tests
but' nothing happOned. So I did=
'nt think anything of it when the
talent scout gave me his card.
"I tried out anyway -and won
a Paramount contract
"
To date Mary hasn't worked at
Paramount. But the studio loaned her to other moviv-makers.
She's even played golf with Bing
Crosby, which is 'a long way from
the package counter where she
worked for $43 a week.
"Main Street" is the only Murphy epic that's been released. and
"I'd just as soon forget about
that." The all-star picture "struck
many people as dull."
"
"Olivia de Havilland -.wouldn't
be in it unless she could do Juliet,
so she Irina apPear, and a whole
sequence with Cornell Wilde doing
'Peer Gynt' was cut out," reported
The movie stars she met, she
added, turned out to be "less glamorous" than she thought they
were when she was tying ribbons
around packages.
"But they're more friendly and
easier to work with than 1 dream,"
she said.
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Challenges Durkin State Parks To
Offer Facilities

November 1 Is
Tax Deadline

•
Frankfort. Ky. -- Seven State
Parks offering twernight accommodations will be open with full
guest facilities through • October
Commissioner
of
Conservation
Henry Ward announced today.
They are Cumberland Falls,
Lake Cumberland, Kentucky Lake,
Kentucky Dam Village, - Natural
Bridge, Cherokee and General
Butler. Facilities at the last three,
V. ill close Nov. I, with the others
remaining open.
Four other parks with overnight
accommodations will close them
Sept. 30. They are Pennyrite Forest, Audubon. Carter Caves and
Pine Mountain. Bathhouses at all
parks are now closed for the winter.
_

SPEAKING before the AFL convention In St. Louis, Vice President Richard M. Nixon challenges
former Secretary of Labor Martin Durkin's claim that President
Eisenhower broke his word about
Taft-Hartley law. (/stem:atonal)

Approximately 95,000 automobile
owners will. be required to pay
personal property taxes on th.iir
cars for the first time this year.
This increase is due to 1932 legirse
lation which directs county tax
commissioners to use the cdurity
clerks' automobile license records
for assessment purposes.

Frankfort, ry. - This year's
property tax bills for State, COUllty and school taxes haye been
completed and turned over-' to
sheriffs all over the state lor
lection.
Taxes are now due and payable
ROUGH CATCH
at the sheriffs' offices and it is
1DPI-When Alfred McLondon
not required that notification be
sent,to property owners. the State Clean, 60. say.' one of his employDepartment of Revenue reminded es. James Coats, fall from a 30-foot
ladder he caught him in midair.
today.
Coats suffered a Tractor cut on
Property owners are entitled to
a 2 per cent discount on taxes his head but the hero, McClean.
paid by Nov. 1. Penalities start suffered a broken arm, several
broken ribs and leg injuries.
after Dee. 31,

-

7 DIAMOND CLUSTER
FOR MEN

Ward emphasized that no park
is ever closed to the public, although eating and sleeping acciirrmodations may not be available
Althoughr
e ramlbOr
may not support the providim; of '
full facilities all year, the parks :
are always open and visitors are
always welcome, he said.
PlOhic grounds may be used at
any time and parks that have
museums keep them open throughout the year.

Looks like a full carat,
14K yellow gold massive
mounting... _
An Outstandbig Value at

I

E FINE CAR

Mothers May Go
To Korea To
Talk With Sons

afthe fine car price

Stich drugs 'can wr..k
7-1.'fats of bed :sq.- Dr
Los Angeles. Calif. Sept. 26 11,74
Cooper said. He predicted that A proposal to give heartdroiren
advances in treatment of TB will mothers a chance to win .their
ipe the dist ase out within the Cornmunist-indoctiinated sons from
next 10 years as one &the world's Korean prison camps depended On
„longtime sccurgea
coVernMent and American Legion
'ion today.
The plan.. advanced Friday by
Harry Myers. - director of special
events for the American Legion's
I.os Angeles council. would seed
Mosseey. September Vt. 1953
the mothers to Korea. where their
, The Woottrr en Circle Jurn.-,r sort have chosen to stay in Com.c.Ircrve No. 9. will meet Monciay munist captivity.
afternoon at 4 o'clock at the WOW
According to Myers' plan the
tall There will be a special prac- mothers could then meet their sons
tice for installation Octobet 9 -nd face to- face in an attempt to perfor the West Kentucky Cc.nventi •n usade them to come home
at the Ker.lake Oct 22 Members
Some: of the, 23 'families whose
wishing to talc...part in f.'s,'
sons reportedly preferred to regrams..should. be at the hall Mun- main with th Communists hailed
day afternoon.
most wonderfot
the idea as
•••
'
-weirrest.' a State Derartment,
Mossilay. September. 21
sookernan in Washourtan said the
The Proternes Horr.errato rs Club proposal had not yet been brought
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Myers sent his plan to National
erford at (-TA-thirty
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gion Commander Arthur J. Cert.
nell with the request that. he relay
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The
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the arrangements.
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'PJP, for: the sake of one individual."
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'I just want my son home.*
In Omaha. Neb . Neer," Ralph
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famous for Otto 100 Years
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FEW MINIITS on the telephone
calling the dealers who sell America's
finest cars will reveal there are at
least eleven models among four makes svith
price tags over $4,000!

A

Now the interting thing is that in feature
after feature the Ford ear duplicates each
one of these fine cars, and. for less than half,
the fine car price!
To be specific:
If you will look under the hood of the most
expensive cars what do you find?

,

A 1 -8 Engine!

-

.- 1i-

- mw. th- t-orre-;14.1-a VTIM-O'og.

has had V-11 power since 1932. and OW& that
time Ford has }Milt more V-8's-by millions
--than all other manufacturers 'combined.
And there's no other builder in lilord's price.
range that's seen fit to offer one yet!

TUESDAY
ends WED.

Another point- thOugh Ford's Strato-Star
V-8 turns mit a tidy II() horsepower, it's not
the number alone that counts. ,It's the kind
of power you get out of the engine-through
the transmission-that tent the story. And,
what you get out of the Ford V-S with any
of three transmission options-Fordornatic,
.Overdrive and Conventional-is written in
letters of "go" whetever there is a road.

ratitiftHARN5,
•

But the engine, as fine as it is, is only One
ofymany things that make a fine car fine.
Automatic shiftingaor example. All the
fine ears offer it tri one form or another. But
If you've never driven a Ford with Fordomatic you've missed one of the finer things of
life. This amaring transmission not only does
away with clutching and shifting forever-it
give you exactly the amount of power you
want, when you want it-automatically. And,
without delay.- Some %mealied automatics
Mill rerjoire a clutch pedal and take their
so with
cc a. ostm sweet tune to get you going. Not.

Outixtstinflalgya
LAST TIMES 'I()NIGHT

VARSITY

I

CAPITOL

competitors-that the appearance of a Ford

Cada-ayes little to be desired. It's "at home"
wherever it goes and it goes everywhere.

when you buy it ... worth more when you sell it!

AZLE:W.

Charlton Heston
in "ARROWHEAD"
in Technicolor

In fact,we think most people agree-even our

Duplicating America's costliest cars, feature after feature, Ford is worth more

Artc a r ve d
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"UNTAMED WOMEN"
The amazing story of
unshamed beauty

Fordomatic. in train with either the y-s or
Six, Fordomatic says"yes" when you say "go:'
Fine ear power steering, too. The big,
heavy costly cars offer it for the same reason
they offer power brakes. It's a man-sized job
for a 120 pound woman to handle a car
weighing two tons or more without it-especially when parking. Our "Master-Guide"
posy er steering has two distinct bent-fits.

So there you have it-the Features and
reasons that make a fine car fine as far as
control, looks and comfort are concerned.

something many of the others haven't! Beads
you'd avoid entirelyM many cars become not
just passable-tint passable in comfort. And,
when, you round a curve, you do it on the
level-one of the advantages of another fine
car feature-Ford's widelnint tread.

Hut what about Ford quality? Doe's it too
match the fine car? Is the sheet metal of the
body panels as thick? Is the finish as good?
How about the trim :old things like that?
Well, as far as we c-an determine, the sheet
metal is identical in thickness in practically
all instances. A% to finish-we beilieve Ford's
baked-on enamel has no equal in any car.
Ford upholstery fabrics and trim are Jess
costly, to be sure, but they're less delicate,
WO, and if anything, more durable.

And speaking of ride, we'd also like to
point out that all seats-front and rear-in
a Ford are cushioned in foam rubber, muck
at rut extra cost.

First, it gives a hydraulic power assist
What about room? Here's an interesting
right down pt the wheels anti Mid enough to
point. If you've felt that only a costly car
take out the work, l'oti don't relinquish onA
How then is it possible to give you this fins
offered enough room, you just ought to sit
particle of control -.rather your control is
Car at half the fine car price?
•-•-clowst-ist- Pastai.e•esPilogata*.aut.sisaran
nuise-enatpleterand far easierv.••-=
----••-PaW-4 the answer lies in Ford manufacsix feet four! The so-called big car is bigger
hiring skills and knowledge as evidenced by
Second, being hydraulic, "Master-Guide"
on the outside, to be sure, but sinless smi buy
the V-8 engine. Part of it comes from the
pout r steering absorbs those fatiguing steera limousine with those little jump seats, it's
ever increasing numbers of cars Ford proing wheel tremors caused by ruts and roads
not one passenger bigger inside.
duces and the economies they make possible.
in bad repair. Incidentally, this is a great
Every standard. Ford model carries sixAnd, part of it comes from Ford's willingness
safet;.. advantage, because the car is so much
to give greater values than might be exwith the exception of the Business Coupe,
easier to control in the-ease of a tire blowmit
and of course, the Country SecLin and Counpected in cars selling in Ford's price range.
or hitting a soft shredder unexpectedly. And
try Squire which carry eight-with ease. And,
That's the Ford idea,
road wander due to a cross wind is someas for "baggage room"-Ford trunk compartthing yms can forget about. And you don't
Summing 4sp. All these things add up to
ments , measure better than 20 cubic feet.
pay a fine car price for -Master-Guide."
a fact that a pnident man cannot overlook.
That's a fan suitcase larger than most cars
. Ford Cars are not only worth mere when
that there is another fine ear fentisre
on the road today!
you buy-but also worth more when you
the Ford rid,, Books base been written on
sell, as proved by the prices Fort! used cars
Visibility is another line ear Fordfeature
the subject of riding quality in an automobring in the used car markets throughout
We say Ford cars offet "full-ciacle" visibility
bile, but the payoff comes on the pavementthe country:
because they all have huge, curved one-piece
or lack of it! Many people associate a comwindshields and a huge rear window to
fortable ride with excess weight, but it's not
No wonder Ford is proving to be America's
match . . . p/us side windows that mean
weight alone that makes for comfort. If it
finest fine-car buy!
everY•paiseengrearers room with a view! You
were, those big five•ton trucks which you see
will enjoy the extra safety of full-circle visievery- Ay would be the mosrisamfortabk
bility every mile you drive-the absence of
vehicles on the road.
—blind spots" made possible by the large
Without' being technical we can tell you
glass areas and narrower corner posts.
that what's been done with the suspentitm
and springing system' gives the Ford a softer,
MU' beautiful' is a Ford? A great English
poet, John Keats, wrote "fleatity is- Truth,
smoother ride titan mlukcars which tip the
scales • at better than an added half ton.
Truth Beauty"- weh he could have been
Worth more whet:you'buy of...
writing about our elf for its benuty cornea
What's more, Ford engineers have found out
how to cut front end road shock up to NWfrom lamest, clean lines in every dimension.
11brth mo,r when
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MURRAY MOTORS, Inc.
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